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Introduction

Defensin

C. albicans skin infection

Fusarium
graminearum

Candida
albicans

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae

NaD1

0.5

1.8

4.0

SBI6

1.0

5.0

4.5

DmAMPI

0.4

1.1

2.8

PHI4

0.5

2.0

3.0

Table 1: Antifungal activity (IC50 in µM) of plant defensins tested against a
crop pathogen, a human pathogen and wild type Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
SBI6 and PHI4
are predicted to
belong to group 1

Oral candidiasis

Four defensins with very different sequences but
similar levels of antifungal activity (Table 1) were
selected for use in a yeast screening experiment.
These defensins are thought to have different
mechanisms of action. NaD1 binds the cell wall,
enters the cytoplasm, binds to PI(4,5)P2, induces
ROS and permeabilizes the membrane (Hayes et
al,2013). In contrast, DmAMPI binds to sphingolipids
in the cell wall and plasma membrane and does not
enter the cytoplasm (Vriens et al, 2014) . The
mechanisms of action of PHI4 and SBI6 are
unknown.
One hundred and thirty plant defensins with diverse
sequences have been grouped into a phylogenetic
tree (Fig 2) based on their sequence similarities.
Antifungal activity is dispersed around the tree in
different groups. Defensins that group together are
more likely to have a similar mechanism of action.
We therefore hypothesise that defensins with highly
divergent sequences have different modes of action.
It is unlikely that all of these proteins are acting
through the same mechanism and interacting with the
same molecules in a fungal cell.

NaD1
belongs
to group 7
DmAMPI
belongs
to group 9
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Results

Method

Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree of plant defensins grouped based on similar sequences
and displaying known functions. Known activities are highlighted wih different
coloured shapes and the coloured branches represent the different goups.
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RECKTESNTFPGICITKPPCRKACISEKFTDGH-CSKILRR--CLCTKPC
ELCEKASKTWSGNCGNTGHCDNQCKSWEGAAHGACHVRNGKHMCFCYFNC
KDCLTRRHGFQGRCLFDRQCAHVCRSDGFIGGQ-CRGPLRK—-CFCSRPC
RTCESQSHRFKGLCFSRSNCASVCHTEGFNGGH-CRGFRRR—-CFCTRHC

Defensins with different mechanisms of action can
be identified by differences in the fitness profiles of
the treated pools in a yeast deletion library

Figure 3. Sequence alignment of four defensins chosen to use in the screen. Conserved cysteine residues are highlighted in yellow.

The intracellular location of SBI6 and PHI4 and their effect on vacuole morphology in wild type
yeast cells was examined using confocal microscopy. Vacuoles were visualised using FM4-64
and the defensins were fluorescently tagged with BODIPY. PHI4 bound to the surface of the cell
before it migrated to the surface and disrupted the vacuole (Fig. 8A). SBI6 also bound to the
cell surface but SBI6 and was targeted to the vacuole but it moved into the lumen of the vacuole
and did not disrupt it (Fig 8B).

PHI4 binds the vacuole

A.

An alignment of the sequences highlights the
Sequence NaD1
DmAMP1 SBI6
conserved cysteine residues and the diversity of
sequences between cysteine residues (Fig 3). A
DmAMP1
28%
sequence identity matrix (Fig 4) shows the
SBI6
36%
28%
percentage of sequence homology between each
defensin. The sequence region highlighted with a
PHI004
40%
30%
47%
red box (Fig 3), between the fifth and sixth cysteine
Figure 4. Sequence identity matrix shows percentage of sequence
residues is also known as loop 5 and is important for
homology between each defensin sequence
activity and the specificity of lipid binding for several
characterised defensins. Three of the defensins have low sequence homology in this region. SBI6 and
PHI4 have similar sequences in this region which leads us to hypothesise that they may have similar
targets.

Approximately 4000 of the 5000 strains in the library were detected in the screen. The growth
phenotypes of all strains was analysed further using a clustering program, Cluster 3.0, which
determined the similarity of the fitness profiles for each of the defensin treatments (Fig 6). We identified
four fitness profiles two of which were highly similar. This indicates taht SBI6 and PHI4 have a similar
mechanism of action that is significantly different to NaD1 and DmAMPI. These fitness profiles also
confirm that NaD1 and DmAMPI have very different mechanisms of action.
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Figure 5. Schematic of the screening process

The pooled library containing the non-essential gene deletion collection was treated with each defensin for 16
hours to allow for variable growth, depending on the fitness, of each strain in the presence of defensin. The
gDNA of the treated pool was extracted and the barcode region amplified by PCR. The amplicons from all
treatments were pooled and analysed by next generation sequencing. The relative abundance of strains from
each treatment was determined to identify strains that were either resistant or sensitive to that defensin. The
counts gave an indication of the genes involved in the antifungal activity of each defensin which will assist in
characterising their mechanisms of action.
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Screening a barcoded yeast library

A yeast deletion library with 5000 unique knockout strains representing each of the 5000 non- essential
genes was screened to identify strains with altered sensitivity to four defensins. Barcodes incorporated
into the deletion cassette can be used to identify genes that were knocked out in the strains differentially
affected by each defensin. A high throughput screen of the treated library was used to determine the
relative abundance of each strain by counting barcodes with Illumina next generation sequencing. The
fitness profiles obtained will provide insight into understanding how defensins act on their targets.
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Plant defensins are a family of small proteins that contribute to plant defense against
fungi and other microbial pathogens. Defensins are small (45-54 amino acids) proteins
with a rigid structure held together by four disulphide bonds. These disulphide bonds
render the molecule extremely stable to proteases and extremes of pH and temperature. Many defensins are non toxic to mammalian or plant cells but are extremely
active against pathogenic fungi such as Candida albicans and Aspergillus sp highlighting the potential for these peptides in the treatment of fungal infection in humans.
Several hundred defensins have been identified, many with extremely varied sequences. Little is known about the exact modes of action for most defensins. However, we
hypothesise that sequence variability between defensins correlates with different
mechanisms of action. Characterisation of the varied mechanisms would enable the
design of combinatorial antifungal therapies.

Onychomycosis
Figure 1. Diseases caused by fungal pathogens in humans
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Figure 6. Cluster analysis of genes from each defensin treatment. Green represents the strains that are sensitive to the defensins and red
represents resistance.

The strains that were most
Cell wall organisation - CIS3, HPF1
resistant to the defensins
Golgi to plasma membrane transport - CHS6,
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Figure 7. Venn diagram comparing resistant strains with a log2 ratio greater than one after treatment
were resistant by both SBI6
with each defensin.
and PHI4 which further
supports
a
similar
mechanism of action.
Of the 35 strains that were resistant to both SBI6 and PHI4, 13 had deletions in genes involved in vacuole function, suggesting that the antifungal mechansim of action for these two defensins may involve
the vacuole.
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Figure 8. Confocal microscopy of S. cerevisiae treated with two concentrations of defensins (5µM and 20µM) labeled with BODIPY dye (green fluorescence). The cells were pre-treated with the vacuolar dye FM4-64 (red fluorescence). A. PHI4 treated (5µM and 20µM) cells for 3, 16 or 30 min
B. SBI6 treated cells (5µM and 20µM) with time points differing between panels.

Conclusions
* Defensins with different sequences have different mechanisms of action.
* Barcode sequencing of treated libraries can be used to identify genes and processes in
fungi that are targeted by defensins
* SBI6 and PHI4 have similar mechanisms of action and both target the vacuole.
* Combinations of defensins with different mechanisms of action could be used to produce
therapeutics for treatment of a fungal infection.
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